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LOOK UP!  UNLATCH YOUR MIND                           10/ 4/ 04 

                     Look up!  Unlatch your mind 
                               I am translating the message… 

I am bearded, natty, and locks up in “spirit” 
                               Focusing on “you” in the “me”… 
                              You are violating your “being” while paying for it. 
                               Look up! Unlatch your mind. 
                              You are an “entity”… 
                              The tentacles of “evil” are enslaving 
                              and programming your consciousness… 
                              Tattoo (Hindi-Tattu) design on the skin; 
                              Brand, symbol, emblem, mark are all part of the script, 
                              and you are paying for it… 
                              Indelibility—without indemnity and the pain becomes unbearable… 
                              Self-branding--- mind, body, soul, 
                              Visible to some…who have eyes! 
                              Look up! Unlatch your mind… 
                              Evolve self… 
                              Because the syndrome continues without research,  
                              And understanding the tentacles of “evil are enslaving and  
                              programming,  
                              Parents, children, babies, grandchildren, young adults, and adults… 
                              Tattooing your body and consciousness… 
                              Symbolic Identification… 
                              Look at the images--- ignorance while following others… 
                              Yes! It is art----traditionally 
                               Legitimate culture of a people ---- peoples 
                               Study----Study understand the channels --- 
                               Be a student---First, evolve ----Yes, evolve 
                               Then perpetuate Tattooing ---Tatau--- 
                               Yes! You are rebelling—areas of conflict with self while been        
                               Violated… 
                               We are all conditioned but must be aware of the tools of      
                                conditioning… 
                                By other entities, who are programming 
                                consciousness symbolically… 
                                Look up! Unlatch your mind… 
                                Receiving of the tattoo-mark, a symbol 

                         Is it inevitable? 
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                              They tag other life forms…! 
                              Make an informed decision … 
                              Can you remove your body? 
                              Discard hand / head, indelible, laser, 
                              Universal product-code, tentacles of “evil” are on the move… 
                              Are you secure within self,  
                              Prince and Princes role-playing… 
                              Be aware; be aware… 
                              Create a new way for the common good for all masses of this planet… 
                              Right to life, to freedom, to clean relationships, to movement, to   
                              General expression, freedom to speak out, 
                              Look up!  Unlatch your mind 
                             And they say my tongue, my tongue but I can taste… 
                             Universal product code-implanted in the mind. 

             Test tube reproduction, selective cloning, protein and genetic  

                             engineering and one becomes ill disciplined in a discipline. 
                     The countdown translated into dollars subdivisions, have and the  
                  have-nots. 
                  And they say my tongue, my tongue, but I can taste…” 
                  And will not stand by watching you intimidating the masses 
                  into part of the script – tattooing, conditioning and branding 
                  youths electronically into Human Robots … who will demonstrate 
                  the essence of true living?  
                  Look up! Unlatch your mind… 
                  I have translated the messages. 
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